Introduction.
The main purpose of this paper is to give asymptotic formulae for certain integrals involving products of Bessel's functions. In particular the paper gives a new and elementary approach to the theory of the famous Weber-Schafheitlin discontinuous integrals which have been investigated by several generations of mathematicians.
Up to now the evaluation of these integrals has been done, according to Titchmarsh, by a delicate application of Mellin's transformation with tedious details^). The new approach is based on a generalized potential theory in a fictitious space of w dimensions, for »>2, where w is not necessarily an integral number. The computation of the integrals is reduced to a simple application of the divergence theorem in a meridian plane of this space. This gives a simple interpretation of the results which, as we shall see, could easily be guessed from the analogy to the ordinary three-dimensional space. As an important by-product, we obtain explicit formulas for the fundamental solutions of a class of partial differential equations which we call the generalized Stokes-Beltrami equations. 2. The generalized Stokes-Beltrami equations. In the following we shall use three constants », p, and q related by the equations n = p + 2, p = 2q + I, where w>2, p>0, g> -1/2.
Let c6(x, y) and p(x, y) be a pair of functions which possess in the halfplane y>0 continuous second derivatives and satisfy the following differential equations: dp dp yp-«=■-, dx dy
(1) dp dp dy dx
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In the case p = 1, <p(x, y) represents the values taken by an axially symmetric harmonic function (or  potential) $(x, y, z) in the meridian plane (x, y) of the three-dimensional space, x being the axis of symmetry. The associated function ^(x, y) is called the Stokes stream function.
For any positive value of p, we shall adopt the same nomenclature and call <¡>(x, y) in (1) an axially symmetric potential and ^(x, y) its associated stream function in a fictitious "space" of n = p + 2 = 3 + 2q dimensions, with a "meridian plane" (x, y) :
From (1) follows (2) y(<t>XX + <byy) + P<t>y = 0,
y(ypxx + ypw) -pyp« = 0.
The system (1) and each of the equations (2) and (3) are equivalent. The equations (2) and (3) can also be written as follows:
The solutions of these elliptic differential equations are analytic for y>0. The x-axis is in general a singular line for <f>(x, y). However, some solutions <p of (2) remain analytic for y = 0. If, moreover, d<p/dy vanishes on the x-axis, <f> can be defined for y<0. In this case <j> is an even function of y.
An important solution of (2) is the function <po(x, y)=r~p = (x2+y2)~pl2, where r2 = x2+y2.
Denoting by C the boundary of a domain R, by 5 the arclength on C, and by n its exterior normal, we have the following Green's formulas for two regular functions <p and <p*: (4) f I y>(4>" + <t>vv + py-^dxdy = \ y» -ds, Let p be an even solution of (2). Taking p*=r~", we apply (5) to a halfcircle x2+y2^a2, y^O. Excluding the origin by an infinitesimal half-circle and observing that dp/dn and dp*/dn vanish on the x-axis, we obtain the following Mean value theorem. A similar formula holds obviously for p(xo, 0) at any regular point (xo, 0) of p.
This mean value theorem leads to the following fundamental identification principle. If two even potentials pi and p2are regular and identical on a segment L of the x-axis, they are identical everywhere. In fact, if the potential p=pi-pi did not vanish identically, there would be a derivative dhp/dyk which would not be zero on a subsegment l oí L and which can be assumed positive while dp/dy, ■ ■ ■ , dk~1p/dyk~1 are identically zero. The potential p being zero on I, p(x, y) would then be positive in a domain adjacent to the segment /, in contradiction to (7)(4). 3. The fundamental solution of the equation for the potential. The fundamental solution solution of (2), with a singularity at the origin, is given by (8) <6o(x, y) = r~* = (x2 + y2)-" '2, representing the potential of a point-source. More generally, [(x-xo)2+y2]~pl2 has a singularity at the point (xo, 0) on the x-axis. However, if the singularity is at a point B: x = 0, y = b, b>0, the fundamental solution corresponds to the potential c6¡,(x, y) of a "ring of sources" of radius b and of a constant total strength, independent of the value of b. Several expressions can be given for pb, which can be recognized as equivalent by the identification principle. One of the simplest of these formulas is (*) Let us observe that our proof of the identification principle is essentially different from that usually given in the ordinary three-dimensional space (cf. Kellogg, Potential theory, Berlin, 1929, p. 255) . The reason for this is that, at this stage, we have at our disposal only the fundamental solution with a singularity on the axis of symmetry. (9) <¡>b(x, y) = 5p_i f (b2 + x2 + y2 -2by cos a)-"'2 sin""1 ada
The fact that <pb is a solution of (2) can be verified by differentiating the integrand and by a subsequent integration by parts of the resulting expression. The case p = l is classical. Let (11) <o" = 2ir"'2r-1(»/2) denote the "area" of the "unit sphere" in the space of n=p+2=3+2q dimensions. It is then obvious that (12) 5p_i = ù}p+iup .
Putting y = 0 in (9), we obtain
It is obvious that, for a fixed b, <bb(x, y) is an analytic function of x and y for (x, y)^(0, b). It may be easily proved that, for &>0, <pb(x, y) has a logarithmic singularity at the point B: x = 0, y = b, so that ebb is a fundamental solution of (2). In fact, let us observe that b2+x2+y2 -2by cos a=x2 + (y -b)2 +4by sin2 (a/2). Putting
we obtain for <pb the expression
It is clear that the difference between the integral in (15) and the integral
is a regular function of x and y even at the point x = 0, y = b (that is, for e = 0). Putting a = 2e£ we obtain, in place of (16) For the facts concerning the convergence of the integral in (19) see Watson, loc. cit. footnote 1. In order to prove (19), let us consider the expression (21) Fb(x, y) = b-*y-« I e'^^J^y^I^dt.
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It can be easily verified that, for x^O and y^O, Fb is a regular solution of (2).
Using (18), we see that
This well known expression can be easily evaluated by the identification principle.
In fact, the expression e~^xU(bt)~QJq(bt) considered as a function of x and b satisfies, for xj^O and b^O, the differential equation (2) Fb(x, 0) = 2-2T-2(q + l)T(2q + l)(x2 + b2)-*'2 (p = 2q + 1).
Using (23) and (20), we see that CgFb(x, y) takes, for y = 0, the same values, namely (x2+b2)~p/2, as <pb(x, y) in (9). This fact completes the proof of the formula (19).
Since the integral in (19) is convergent for x = 0, y¥-b, we have, by Abel's theorem, for x = 0, y^b, (19) is particularly adapted for the computation of an explicit integral representation for the associated function ypb(x, y). This was already noticed, in the case q = 0 (w = 3) by Beltrami who, however, failed to recognize that ypb is a many-valued function for ¿>r¿0. Beltrami 's error has been often repeated in the literature and has been corrected only recently(6).
It follows from the generalized Stokes-Beltrami equations (1) (28) is the Weber-Schafheitlin integral. Wb is a discontinuous function of y, a fact which will be proved here by an elementary and familiar application of the divergence theorem, which, for q = 0 (« = 3) is the basis of the potential theory in the ordinary three-dimensional space. It will follow from our considerations that pb and pb represent two different branches of the many-valued function pb.
Let us take two points, P and Q on the y-axis, with yP <yQ<b. By (6) we have, integrating along the curve PPoQoQ ( Fig. 1) : (31) /Opb + + y2"+1--ds = pb(Q)-pi(P).
an Since, on QP, dpb/dn is zero, the integral can be taken over the closed curve PPoQoQP. By (4), this integral is zero, which shows that ptiQ) =*PtiP).
Denoting by * a constant, we have therefore where K denotes also a constant. Let us also note that by (26) and (28) (34) Pb(x, 0) =0
for & 9^0 and 0 ^ x < oo.
In order to determine k, we use the fact, mentioned above, that ypt(0, y) is continuous in y in the interval 0^y<¿>, so that k=ypi(0, 0), that is, by (34),
In view of (32), (28) and (30), we have therefore (36) Wb(y) = 0 for 0 ^ y < b.
The value of the constant K will be found in the next paragraph as a special case of a general result. 6. The branch point B. We prove here the following fundamental theorem: Let the point Q = (x, y) tend to the point B = (0, b) on a smooth curve in such a way that (Fig. 2) (37) Then we have which shows, by (10) and (20), that (42) /SSp-A1 = x-1p\ for q > -1/2.
In this way we obtain, by (26) and (40), the fundamental formula By putting ß = ir, we obtain the limit of pb(0, y) for y = 5+0. Since, for y>b, pt(0, y) is identically equal to K, we have therefore, by (40),
Using this result, we obtain, by (28), (43) and (30), (45) Wb(y) = ô'y-«-» for y > b.
Let us now put p" = x/2. By the divergence theorem, the limit which we obtain in this case by (40) For any value of ß, the fundamental formula (43) expresses the fact that $t(.x, y) behaves in the neighborhood of B like the angle ß. The same is obviously true for fa. The jump ypt -ypi across the segment ¿><y<o° is equal to 2K. This quantity, which, by (44), is equal to -27r5p_i, is also the period of the many-valued stream function ypb(x, y) on a clockwise circuit around B.
7. The fundamental solution of the equation for the stream function.
The easiest way to obtain a fundamental solution of the equation (3) This curious identity, which is valid for all values of p, shows that a potential <b in a space of £+4 dimensions generates a stream function yp in a space of «=£ + 2 dimensions. We have therefore, by (9), the following fundamental solution of (3) (50) y}b(x, y) = 5p_iyp+1 f (¿>2 + x2 + y2 -2by cos a)-"'2"1 sin"+1 ada.
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Using (19), we can replace (50) by the equivalent formula (51) y}b(x, y) = C,+ib-*-iy+i f Vl-l'Jq+i(yt)Jq+i(bt)dt.
The corresponding potential </>(, is many-valued and is given, for x>0, by /> GO e-xtJq(yt)Jq+i(bt)dt.
o All the preceding formulas will be employed in another paper on the generalized theory of analytic functions, which is essentially based on the singular functions corresponding to the real and imaginary part of log z in the classical case.
8. Extension of the previous results. In this section we assume that n=p + 2 is greater than or equal to 2. The case p = 0 corresponds to the twodimensional space.
The equations (1) admit, for p^O, the particular solutions (53) *<»(x, y) = e-»«y-*Z"(y'), These solutions have already been used previously for p,> -1/2. Another pair of solutions of (1) is given by (56) </><2>(x, y) = e-'yUyt), (This inequality is equivalent to 0^p < 1 and 2 ^«<3.) By comparing (59) with (19) we see that p has, for y > 0, only a logarithmic singularity at the point B:x=0, y = b. Moreover, dp/dy becomes, for P5¿l/2, infinite like y2'-1 (that is, like y~p) for y tending to zero. On the y axis, d<£>/dx = 0, except at 73.
From (1) we see that p+(x, y) has only one singularity, namely at B, and that ^+(0, y) takes constant values m and M on the segments 0^y<b and b <y respectively. On the x axis, p+ and its derivatives remain finite and continuous. We find easily, in the same way as for pb, that p+ is a branch of a many-valued function p(x, y) and that (62) lim p+(Q) = m -ir^ßb-" for Q tending to 73 along the segment QB (see Fig. 2 ). Taking ß = ir, we have In order to determine m, which as we know is equal to ^+(0, 0), we first compute, for x>0, /I 00 e-^J.Wt '-W. o License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
